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Mini distributor Cat6A MPD12-HS K surface mountingolar
white - Patch panel copper 12x RJ45 8(8) J...

Telegärtner
J02022A0052
4018359367770 EAN/GTIN

95,62 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (USA)

Mini distributor Cat6A MPD12-HS K apws J02022A0052 Number of sockets/couplings 12, suitable for number of sockets/couplings 12, connector type RJ45 8(8), shielded,
category 6A (IEC), connection type LSA, color white, RAL number 9010 , Mounting type wall mounting, height 37mm, width 255mm, depth 118mm, Small networks do not
necessarily require 19 inch cabinets or large wall distributors. Simple, cost-effective distributors are required that can be installed discreetly and inconspicuously. The compact
distributor housing can be mounted on the wall, under the desk, in furniture and, thanks to the integrated adapter, also on TH35 mounting rails in accordance with DIN EN
60715. The MPD12 mini distributor in LSA version of category 6A - with component certificate according to ISO/IEC 11801 - is available for the highest transmission rates up to
and including 10 Gbit/s. The RJ45 sockets are designed for at least 750 mating cycles with RJ45/RJ11/RJ12 plugs and are also suitable for applications such as PoE+ in
accordance with IEEE 802.3at. 360 degree shield contact (shielded version) directly on the circuit board using a clamp without additional twisting of the shielding braid,
shielding hood made of stainless steel, connection of the wires via LSA Plus insulation displacement terminals with color coding according to EIA/TIA 568A and B, easy to
connect if the twisted route is adhered to Connection wires to a maximum of 13 mm, Cat.6A (ISO/IEC) & Cat.6A versions with contact overbending protection: suitable for 6-
(RJ11/12) and 8-pin connectors (RJ45), can be inserted alternately into the connector without additional assembly effort MJ sockets are used, drawer versions 3 HU/7 TE with
6xRJ45 and 3 HU/10 TE with 12xRJ45, front panel anodized aluminum, housing made of thermoplastic, halogen-free, with anti-slip feet, cable strain relief using the enclosed
cable ties without screws and special tools, circuit board mounted horizontally, shielded versions have an internal metal shielding housing. In addition, a PE cable (with M4
screw) can be attached to the circuit board, mini-distributor MPD6, MPD8 MPD12 with 6, 8 or 12 RJ45 connection sockets on a common circuit board, mini-distributor MPD8
AMJ/UMJ and MPD12 AMJ/UMJ for 8 or 12 AM-S/AMJ/UMJ modules and couplings, tool-free attachment of the shielding hood (shielded version), version: shielded, color:
alpine white, MPD12-HS K Cat.6A (ISO/IEC)
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